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The timeless Nine Patch block has been reimagined by today's top designers. Discover what you

can do with a classic block--this perennial favorite is more versatile than you've ever imagined!

Scrappy, traditional, or modern, you'll find a Nine Patch design that's perfect for your next

project.Whether you love working with fat quarters, precut strips, or fabric from your stash, you'll find

designs that are ideal showcases for your favorite solids, brights, florals, reproduction prints, and

moreFeaturing basic to intricate Nine Patch designs, in sizes ranging from lap sized to bed sizedPut

your own spin on tradition with fresh Nine Patch patterns created by favorite designers, including

Lynne Hagmeier, Carrie Nelson, Sherri Falls, Kimberly Jolly, and many more
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I *love* scrappy quilts! And all of the blocks & quilts featured in "I Love Nine Patches" (compiled by

Karen M. Burns) can be made from scraps! Is always fun when I can use up some of my fabric

stash on quilt blocks that are pretty simple to create. In fact, I was able to not only make some quilt

blocks from "I Love Nine Patches", I was also able to use my scrap pieces as leaders/enders. For a

quilter, there is no better resource than quilt pattern books that make working with your fabric quick,

easy and a stashbuster, to boot!Also love the chain piecing instructions and then using that

knowledge as you peruse the quilt instructions and you are shown exactly how to utilize chain

piecing for the quilt patterns within the book.On top of the nine-patch blocks shown in this book,



there are also nine-patch quilts with their instructions.I think the "Lollipops" quilt pattern is my

favorite in this "I Love Nine Patches" book. Not only combining scrappy fabrics with white but the

added appliques along the border just makes me feel all quilty all over!I received this book in

exchange for my honest opinion via this review. I would NOT have given it such a high rating if it

wasn't worthy of such.

This is so basic, but a book with fun new ways to put them together. Some do not even look like

nine patches. Diagrams and directions are easy to follow. Original ideas on basic patters means

even newer quilters can do it, but experienced ones will still enjoy it.

Wow! SO diverse and pretty! I generally consider the nine patch a beginner block and not one of the

most exciting but this collection of 16 quilts designed by 15 different designers really shows the

diversity of the block. One of my favorite quilts is called "Tilt" and the nine patch is created from

blocks cut and sewn on an angle in an easy way. Another quilt that is really outstanding is called

"Gradations" and its overall effect is as the name states a gradation of nine patches from small to

large that is really beautiful.
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